
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1Implementation

This  study  uses  the  Python  programming  language  to  conduct  topic

modeling based on the LDA algorithm. Corpus research is stored in CSV

form and is text. Therefore, the corpus needs pre-processing before it can

be  used  as  topic  modeling  material.  Pre-processing  is  done  through

several stages.

a) Tokennizing 

1. for i in judul :
2.         count = 0
3.         words = i.split(" ")
4.         for j in range(len(words)):
5.             if words[count] not in mylist:
6.                 mylist.append(words[count])
7.             count += 1

Word separation is done using the split function. Function split in line

3 is a way to cut every word. In the process of storing words into a bag

of words, it must first ensure that there is no repetition of words in bag

of words. To make sure there are no repetition word in a bag of words,

use if which can be seen in line 5. Through process tokenizing, the

1047  documents  that  use  as  the  corpus  were  converted  into  6043

words.

b) Cleanning, Lowercase, dan Stopword

1. for eachLine in csvDataFile:
2.             word = eachLine.strip()
3.             word = word.lower()
4.             word = re.sub('[^A-Za-z0-9]+', '', word)
5.             if word not in stopWords:
6.                 if len(word) > 2:
7.                     if word not in wordsFiltered:
8.                         wordsFiltered.append(word)
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This stage is the phase of deleting symbols, changing letters to

lowercase,  and  deleting  words  in  stopwords.  The  second  line  is  the

space deletion stage that is still attached to the word list. Then, line 3 is

the conversion of letters to lowercase. Next, line 4 is the removal of

symbols  using  the  library  re.  The  5th  to  7th  line  is  the  stopwords

removal  step.  A list  of  words  that  must  be  deleted  is  in  the  NLTK

library. Creating new bag of words in line-8. From this process, 6043

words change into 4737 words.

c) Stemming 

1. from nltk.stem import PorterStemmer
2. ps = PorterStemmer()
3. listStemming = []
4.
5.     with open('stopWords.csv') as csvDataFile:
6.         for eachLine in csvDataFile:
7.             word = eachLine.strip()
8.             word = ps.stem(word)
9.             if word not in listStemming:
10.                 listStemming.append(word)

Stemming is the process of converting words in a bag of words

into standard words.  At this stage of stemming, use the help of the

NLTK  library  and  import  the  PorterStemmer.  PorterStemmer  is  an

algorithm that has been provided for doing stemming on every word.

Stemming activities are carried out on line 8, while the 7th line is used

to delete space and line 9 until  10 is used to make a bag of words.

Through this process, 4737 words become 4016 words.

d) Convert to words id 

1. with open('docs.csv', "w") as output:
2.     writer = csv.writer(output, lineterminator='\n')
3.     for judul in data1 :
4.        temp = []
5.        count = 0
6.         words = judul.split(" ")
7.         for count in range(len(words)):
8.            words[count] = words[count].lower()
9.         words[count] = re.sub('[^A-Za-z0-9]+', '',

words[count])
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10.             if words[count] not in stopWords:
11.                 words[count] = words[count]
12.                 kata = ps.stem(words[count])
13.                 index = 0
14.                 for index in range(len(data2)):
15.                     if kata == data2[index]:
16.                         docs[doc][count] = index
17.                         temp.append(index)

This stage is the step to change each word in the document into

the word id. The word id is an index on the stemming array. Lines 15

and 16 are steps to change the word of each document to the word id.

While the other stages are used to process the corpus back into a bag of

stemming words.

e) Distribution  

1. self.topic = 3
2. self.alpha = 0.5
3. self.beta = 0.01
4. self.iteration = 1000
5.
6. self.docWord= []
7.
8. self.docTop=numpy.zeros((len(self.docs),self.topic))

+ self.alpha 
9. self.wordTop=numpy.zeros((self.topic,self.W))+

self.beta 
10. self.sumWordtop = numpy.zeros(self.topic) + self.W * 

self.beta    
11. self.probability = []

This stage is the stage to start the modeling topic using LDA.

The first line is the variable topic declaration along with filling in the

number of topics allowed. The second and third lines are declarations

and fill in the alpha betta value that will be used as a parameter. The

fourth  line  is  the  number  of  rounds  that  will  be  carried  out  in  the

process.

Line six is a variable that will be used to store the topic of each

word from each document. Line eight is making a topic distribution for

each document using alpha parameters, that can be seen in illustration

5.1.
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 Line 9 is the topic distribution in each word using the betta parameter ,

which can be seen on Illustration 5.2

Line 10 is the matrix of the sum of words for each topic.

Line 11 is a variable to accommodate the probability of the calculation

results. 

f) Random

1. def random(self):
2.   for i, doc in enumerate(self.docs):
3.     topicDW = self.docWord[i]
4.     val = self.docTop[i]
5.
6.     for j, t in enumerate(doc):
7.
8.       t = int(t)
9. z = topicDW[j]
10. val[z] -= 1
11. self.docTop[i , z] -= 1
12. self.wordTop[z, t] -= 1
13.

Illustration 5.1: Matrix of 
Document Topic

Illustration 5.2: Matrix of Word Topic

Illustration 5.3 : Matrix Sum of Word
for each topic
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14. formula = self.wordTop[:, t] * self.docTop[i] / 
self.sumWordtop

15. new_z = numpy.random.multinomial(1, formula / 
formula.sum()).argmax()

16.
17. topicDW[j] = new_z
18. self.docTop[i,new_z] += 1
19. self.wordTop[new_z, t] += 1
20. self.sumWordtop[new_z] += 1
21.
22. self.docTop[i] = val

At this stage, it is used to search for topics for each word and

document. The search begins by sampling the topic being pointed out.

Then,  the  sampling  results  are  randomized  using  multinomials  and

using argmax to find an index that has the maximum value. After that,

there  is  a  reduction  in  the  value  of  each  maximum  topic  to  be

recalculated and moved by adding it again. Searching for new topics

can  be  done  by  multiplying  the  word  topic  matrix  with  the  matrix

document topic then divided by the word count matrix for each topic.

After finding the results of the calculation, use a multinomial random

like line 15 to draw a random value that has been calculated and divided

by the number calculation matrix. After finding a random value, look

for the maximum random value index to become a new topic.

Illustration 5.4: New Document 
Topic distribution
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Through  this  process,  it  will  produce  a  new topic  document

distribution value as illustrated in 5.5.

Then, a new word topic distribution value is also generated as

illustrated in 5.5.

g) Gibbs Sampling dan Perplexity 

1. def WordDistribution(self):
2.    return self.wordTop / self.sumWordtop[:, 

   numpy.newaxis]
3.     
4. def DocDistribution(self,m):
5.    return self.docTop[m] / (len(self.docs[m]) + 

   (self.topic * self.alpha))
6.     
7. def perplexity(self):
8.    phi = self.WordDistribution()
9.    log_per = 0
10. N = 0
11. for m, doc in enumerate(self.docs):
12. theta = self.DocDistribution(m)
13. save = []
14. for w in doc:
15.    w = int(w)
16.    Gibbs = numpy.inner(phi[:,w], theta)
17.    save.append(Gibbs)
18.    log_per -= numpy.log(Gibbs)
19.    N += len(doc)
20.
21. if len(self.probability) <= len(self.docs):
22.    self.probability.append(save)
23. return numpy.exp(log_per*1.0 / N)
24.
25. def gibs_sampling(self):
26. count = 1
27. average = 0
28.    finalperplexity = self.perplexity()
29.    save = self.WordDistribution()
30.    with open('perplexity.csv', "w") as output:
31. writer = csv.writer(output, lineterminator='\n')
32. print "Initial perplexity= ",finalperplexity
33. print "Iteration  |    Perplexity"
34. writer.writerow([count,finalperplexity])

Illustration 5.5: New Word Topic Distribution
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35. average = average + finalperplexity
36. for i in range(self.iteration):
37.    self.random()
38.    perp = self.perplexity()
39.    average = average + perp
40.    count += 1
41.    writer.writerow([count,perp])
42.    print i+1," ", perp
43.    if perp < finalperplexity:
44.       finalperplexity = perp
45.       save = self.WordDistribution()
46.       print "Final Perplexity=" ,finalperplexity
47.       print " Average = ", average/count
48. self.output(save)

This  stage  is  the  probability  calculation  stage  using  sampling  and

evaluation  with  perplexity.  Line  28  is  the  stage  to  get  the  initial

perplexity  value  by  calling  the  perplexity  function.  The  perplexity

function is written on line 7 through line 23. Line 16 is the probability

calculation  stage,  while  lines  18  and  23  are  perplexity  calculations.

After  obtaining  the  initial  perplexity  value,  random distribution  and

probing  are  carried  out  several  times  to  reach  the  iteration  limit.

Repetition is done to get the group that is considered the best right. 

Through perplexity calculations, at minimum perplexity, data is stored

and used as output.

c) Output 

1. def output(self,phi):
2.    wordTopicCount = numpy.zeros(self.topic, dtype=int)
3.    docTopicCount = numpy.zeros(self.topic, dtype=int)

4.    wordCount = [dict() for topic in range(self.topic)]
5.    docCount = []
6.
7.    for WList, tList in zip(self.docs, self.docWord):
8.       for w, t in zip(WList, tList):
9.          wordTopicCount[t] += 1
10.    if w in wordCount[t]:
11.       wordCount[t][w] += 1
12.    else:
13.       wordCount[t][w] = 1
14.
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15. for t in range(self.topic):
16.    temp = []
17.    for d in range(len(self.docs)):
18.       topic = self.docTop[d].argmax()
19.       if topic == t :
20.          docTopicCount[t] += 1
21.          temp.append(d)
22.    docCount.append(temp)
23.
24. for topic in range(self.topic):
25.    print "\n topic: ", topic,” ",       

  wordTopicCount[topic] ," words"
26.    for w in numpy.argsort(-phi[topic])[:20]:  
27.       print self.voca[w]," : ",phi[topic,w]
28.
29. for topic in range(self.topic):
30.    print "\n topic: ", topic,"", 

  docTopicCount[topic] ," Document"
31.    print docCount[topic]

The output stage is the stage to display the results of probability

calculations. The form of the calculation results in groups of keywords

for each topic and group of documents for each topic. The number of

keywords displayed is 20 words per topic, this can be seen based at line

twenty-six.  While  in  the  document  group,  all  index  documents  are

displayed for each topic.
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Illustration 5.6 is a keyword list on topic 0. Besides each word

there is a calculation result for phi which is part of the gibbs sampling

formula, while illustration 5.7 is a document index list on topic 0.

Illustration 5.6: List of Keywords in Topic 0

Illustration 5.7: List of Document in Topic 0
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llustration  5.8  is  a  keyword  list  on  topic  1.  Through  these

illustrations, it can be seen that the keywords on topic 1 are not found

on topic 0. This proves that the LDA successfully solves keywords for

each topic even though topic 0 and topic 1 have almost the same theme

which is about biology. Besides each word there is a calculation result

for phi which is part of the gibbs sampling formula, while illustration

5.9 is a document index list on topic 1.

Illustration 5.8: List of Keywords in Topic 1

Illustration 5.9 : List of Document in Topic 1
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llustration  510  is  a  keyword  list  on  topic  2.  Through  these

illustrations, it can be seen that the keywords on topic 2 are not found

on topic 0 and topic 1. This proves that the LDA successfully solves

keywords for each topic. Besides each word there is a calculation result

for phi which is part of the gibbs sampling formula, while illustration

5.9 is a document index list on topic 1.

Illustration 5.10 :  List of Keywords in Topic 2

Illustration 5.11 : List of Document in Topic 2
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5.2Testing

In the testing phase this study uses perplexity. Trial uses the first

perplexity to find the number of iterations that produce the most optimal

value.

Table 5.1: Testing Iteration

Iteration 10 100 500 1000

Minimum
Perplexity
Value

2022.9909411348 1878.65194473 1868.26020952 1862.03909192

Average
Perplexity

2061.4654304118 1942.51672212 1918.39376598 1898.24403684

Table 5.1 is the result of a comparison of the number of repetitions.

Through the table, it can be seen that the number of repetitions is very

influential on the calculation of probability. The following is a graph of

each candidate repetition to find the number of repetitions that reach

minimum points.

Illustration 5.12: Perplexity Graph at 10 Iteration
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On Illustration 5.9 can be seen that the increasing number of iterations

causes a decrease in the perplexity value. Even though there is still an

increase in the perplexity value, the increase value does not reach the

initial perplexity value.

Illustration 5.10 illustrates that there is a sharp decline compared to the

decline at  10 iterations.  The perplexity  value when 100 iteration is

quite stable because the ups and downs of the perplexity value are not

too drastic.

Illustration 5.13: Perplexity Graph at 100 Iteration
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Illustration  5.11  is  a  description  of  the  results  of  the  500  iteration

process. Based on Table 5.1 there is a considerable difference in the

minimum  value  of  100  iterations  and  500  iterations.  Unstable

perplexity  values  are  increasingly  seen  in  Illustration  5.11.  At  500

Iterations it also shows an increasingly drastic decline in value.

Illustration 5.14:Perplexity Graph at 100 Iteration

Illustration 5.15: Perplexity Graph at 1000 Iteration
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Based on Illustrations 5.9, 5.10 , 5.11 and 5.12, it can be seen that the

perplexity value is close to zero  when it is in the 500 round range. Can

also be seen in Illustrations 5.12 that the movement of the perplexity

value with 1000 iterations has similarities with 500 iterations. So from

that, the next trial is 500 rounds as the number of repetitions to find the

optimal number of topics.

Table 5.2: Testing Topic
Topic 3 4 5 6

Minimum
Perplexity
Value

1868.26020952 1878.40587740 1930.21580322 1993.01004882

Average 1918.39376598 1921.22378592 1981.74674769 2046.77632076

Based on the results of the trials with several candidates the number of

topics listed in Table 5.2 states that 3 topics are the best choices in

modeling scientific journal topics. 
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